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FOREWORD
The present report can be regarded as an extension of the previous one by the author (see
Bibliography, (1)), which dealt with the propagation of waves of finite amplitude in thormo-
viscous media, but only in one space dimension. The natural extension of those results,
which contained many fundamentally new facts and relations, is to a physically more realistic,
but mathematically much more difficult, higher dimension. We thus give an outline below,
section by section, underlining those results of ours which seem to be as significant as the
ones obtained in the one-dimensional case.
	
1.0
	
This introductory section gives a new derivation of Burgers' equation for a one
dimensional framework of reference; treating, however, the case where fluid
dersity is not constant. Thus, a stream function or potential is introduced,
for the purpose of motivation in the higher dimensional case, and c: measure
of the deviation from the exact results is obtained.
	
2.0
	
Section two contains a concise collection of those known analytical results
which are used in the sequel.
	
3.0
	
As a by-product of the present investigation, it wgs found possible to obtain
an exact analytical characterization of finite amplitude wave propagation in
a periodically driven tube. The result is reduced to a form which shows its
relation to and connection with the well known results for propagation in a
lossless medium.
	
4.0	 As a first logical step in extending one dimensional results to higher dimensions,
we are considering propagation in pipes of variable cross sections. Thus, here
we derive the necessary extensions of Burgers' equation to the use of propagation
in a pipe the cross-section of which is location-dependent. These equations are
found to be generally "Burgers'-type"; that is, second order, parabolic and
nonlinear ., but with non-constant coefficients and also an additional term.
These seemingly slight differences, however, change the nature of the equations
to such an extent, that no analytical treatment seems to be presently possible.
This difficulty is discussed in detail in Appendix II.
	
5.0
	 In an effort to find an analytical method for handling variable cross sections,
we are discussing here the time deependent case; where the cross sectional area
changes with time. An explicit solution is computed here, in terms of a rather
complicated infinite series. The limiting cases are discussed in particular; it
is shown that the behavior of the model solution is very realistic.
	
6.0
	 This section is devoted to showing why, despite a statement by one of the original
solvers of Burgers' equation to the contrary, it is unrealistic to treat Burgers'
equation as a model in the three (or even two) dimensional cases.
ii
IT-
	7.0
	
Here we are deriving, somewhat analogously to Section 1, the governing
Novier-Stokes type equations for propagation in two dimensions.
	
8.0
	
Section 8 is devoted to a completely new and physically inspired generali-
zation of Burgers' equation. Solutions are obtained and discussed; and it
is shown that in this case elliptic functions make their appearance.
	
9.0
	
Another entirely new, and this time three-dimensional (although axially
symmetric) pair of equations is given here as a quasi-linear approximation.
The method and the solutions, which are given explicitly, are couched in
terms of a potential function, similar to the one obtained in Section 1 .
The main purpose of this section is to give a somewhat simple illustration of
the development in Section 10.
	
10.0	 As a culmination of our effort, we are giving here a new way of generalizing
Burgers' equation, for frameworks of reference similar to those in Section 9.
As one of the most important features of this model, it is shown that a stochastic
interpretation is possible; and that one can prescribe the initial and/or boundary
conditions for the acoustical field in terms of random functions. As it happens
so often in the case of a physically correct model, a rather simple, and quite
new method of solution is also derived.
iii
SUMMARY
The present report, an extension of "Propagation of Waves of Finite Amplitude in
Thermo-viscous Media," (NASA CR-643, November 1966) by the author, consists
of the analytical description of three subjects: a) the propagation of piston driven
periodic acoustic waves of finite amplitude in a cylindrical tube, b) the same
waves in a pipe of variable cross section (where the cross section-.1% both time and
location dependent) and c) an extension of the analytical methods. employed for
the one dimensional case to two spatial dimensions. Several explicit solutions are
given and discussed.
iv	 It
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1.0
	
INTRODUCTION
In our previous report (Reference 1), we have given rational arguments to show why
Burger's equation,
v 
+vv = 8v
	
x	 x x
is an appropriate analytical vehicle for the description of the propagation of waves
of finite amplitude in thermo-viscous media. One of the most important reasons
was that Equation (1) is one of the very - very few nonlinear partial differential
equations for which an exact and complete analysis can be given (References 2 and
3).
The essential purpose of this Introduction, at the head of a report which still relies
heavily on Burgers' equation, is to give yet another analysis of how one can estimate
the usefulness of this equation and the magnitude of the errors introduced by using
it, in preference to a more complete equation or set of equations.
Let us start from the pair of equations
vt + v vx +
	
	 a ax = e vx x	 (2)Y-
at + ax v + Y a vx = 0	 (3)
This pair was used by Riemann (Reference 4) and by Earnshaw (Reference. 5), in the
case e = 0, to obtain the description of nonlinear one dimensional propagation in
a lossless medium; and it was arrived at by Lighthill (Reference 6) in Ml's now classical
paper, as the next-to-the-last step in his sequence of approximations to obtain an
appropriate analytical vehicle for the examination of the structure of weak shocks in
thermo-viscous media. Lighthill, in his analysis, reduced the pair (2)-(3) to Equation
(1). This is exactly what we shall do also; however, in contrast to his physical order
of magnitude arguments, we shall give a more mathematical analysis.
Let us begin with our definitions; for the details, see our previous report (Reference
(1). The meaning of the various symbols in Equations (1)-(3) is the following:
v	 particle velocity
a	 local sound speed
x	 displacement
t	 time
(1)
y	 ratio of specific heats
e, E Musion (thermo-viscous) constants
The subscripts, as usual, denote partial differentiations with respect to the independent
variable involved.
The substitution
a = ao p0
in Equations (2)-(3), replacing the local sound speed functions by a density function
p and in terms of the ambient values a o and po , reduces (2)-(3) to the system
v  + Vv 
x  + V py - 2 px = e vx x	 (4)
Pt + (p v )x = 0	 (5)
where the non-negative quantity V is given by
k 2 = ao poy
	.
Equation (5) gives the impetus to introduce a stream function qi , defined essentially
by a desire to satisfy (5):
i
P
lox
4p:
lot
V - -
fx
(6)
Then, of course, Equation (5) is completely satisfied; we now have to satisfy (4).
With the foreknowledge available in connection with the solution of Equation (1),
we now assume that our stream function f satisfies the linear diffusion equation
40t =
	cI lox x ,
	 (7)
f	 for some diffusion constant c 1 .
c	 2
rA
Because of the first part of our definition (6), however, the density function p also
satisfies this diffusion equation
0 x = c  pxxx
i.e.,
Pt	 c  Pxx
Furthermore, for the particl ,: velocity function v we nav find from this last relation
and from (6) and (7)
♦ t	10x x	 Px	
(8)
lox 	i	
40
x 	I	 P
This is a most reasonable and encouraging ►•esult. For if k2 = 0 in Equation (4) -
which is the one that we are seeking to satisfy - then the value of c I = 2 e in
(8) satisfies (4) exactly. This we know from knowing the exact solution of Burger's
equation. On the other hand, if k2 ^ 0, it is reasonable to assume that the com-
bination of p and p as given in (8), will give an acceptable approximation for
the last term on the right hand side of (4), for some value of c I ; particularly since
the most interesting values of y lie between 1 and 2 (y = 1 .41 for air).
If we use v, as given by (8), in Equation (4), than the following arrangement is
possible:
PPxt Px Pt . + 2 Px PPxx - p2x + k 2 y-2 = - e cI	 p2	 c I	 p2	 p	 Px	 I
p2 Pxxx- 3 ppxpxx + 2px
p3
2
P2 Pxt - PPx
 Pt - c I PPx Pxx - Px 1 " ` c P y+1 Px - e p2 pxxx - 3ppx pxx + 2Px1l	 1	 II
p2
2 	
y+	 -(
 px t	 pxxx "PPx Pt + (c I - 3 0 pxx + (c I - 2e.) p3 - c p 1 px = 0
i
2
(c 
I E) p2 Pxxx - (2 c I - 3 a ) PPx
 Pxx + (c I - 2 E) px	 c p y+1 px
I
(9)
3
n
c t 	 2 n = 0, 1,2,3,4
The values
lead to special cases, with correspondingly special physical assumptions. Note,
however, that we used assumption (7) only in passing from the next to the last line
in (9) to the last one. It is possible to proceed otherwise; for instance, to rdNrite
the third line of (9) in the form
3	 3Pt -e	 k
Pxx - (c - 2 e ) P P
	
- Px =
	
P Y Pp	
x	
t	 x xx	 p	 ct	 x
If we take c = 2 e here, then we see that instead of (7), p now has to satisfy
a nonlinear parbolic equation
2k	 Y+2
Pt - e Pxx = 2 c t ( Y +1) P
While this would yield an exact solution, the analysis of the last equation is quite
difficult and therefore we shall abandon this avenue of investigation.
By assumption (7), we have that p satisfies
Pxt ^ c  Pxxx '	 c  > 0
Let us recall that, for increasing values of c t , the solutions of the heat equation
approach bounded values in a manner which is usually of the exponential;/ damped
type. Furthermore, derivatives p of the solution approach 0 for increasing c .
	
With this in mind, let us write (9) 41n the form	 t
2	 2 e t - 3 e	 c t - 2a	 3_	 V	 +1
-	 +	 YP Pxxx	 c t - a PPx Pxx	 c t - a Px	 (c t - a) c t P	 Px
(10)
and consider the effect of letting a increase. Clearly, since by the preceding
argument the numerator of the right bond side of (10) is bounded, it becomes very
sma I I for c t large; i n fact, i t is of the order o ( ca ), where a < 2. Therefore,
choosing
c t = 5 > 11; a; V M Y+1 M 1	01)
h	 4
where
M = max p in some region R
Mx = max px in the same region
we reduce (10) to
P2 Pxxx	 2 PP. Pxx + PX = 0	 (12)
This expression can be integrated; using the letter p for the upcoming functions
(of t ) of integration, we obtain
PPx. - P2 = P P (t)
or
p
 (
P
=
P ) 
= p, (t)	 (13)
.
Letting now
p = eu
(13) becomes
- uux uxx = p, (t) e	
ux
which can again be integrated:
2	 u 2 =	 - p1 (t) e u + p2 (t)
and thus
u
--- - 1 _ 42	 (14)P2 (t) - P^ (t) e
One more integration, and a transformation from u back to p gives us
P I (t)	 2	 - p2 (t)P = t sin
	
2 C^x 
+ P3
	 (ly)/P2 ()	 3
5
Jyvr . .r..^{(NAY
where we must have p  (t) < 0 and p2 (t) < 0 .
This function then is the justification for the assumptions made on p a priori, for
an appropriate choice of the arbitrary functions p, (t). In particular, let us note
that p, as given by (15), is a non-negative function; a fact which further corroborates
the appropriateness of our choice of p as a solution of the diffusion equation; for as
we mentioned in our previous report (Reference 1), the value of v in terms of the
logarithmic derivative of p (formula (8)) pre-supposes a non-negative p.
Our conclusion, therefore, is the following: if p satisfies
px t	 S pxxx
with S given by (11), and
px
v = -S P
then Equation (5) is satisfied identically.
equation
v  + 2 v v x = Svxx ,
Furthermore v then satisfies the Burgers'
while the magnitude of error in using an approximation like this for Equation (4) is
2	 2
E= 2+ k l ex p - s v d x + (S - e) vx + G (t)Y
where G may be freely chosen, (i.e., if the error is small at any given instant,
it will remain small - for the particular R under consideration - for all time). We
have also shown here that E is negligible for a S chosen large enough, in some
region of interest R.
With this, we have now the above additional argument for the use of Burgers'
equation, as the analytical vehicle for the description of propagation of waves
of finite amplitude in thermo-viscous media.
6
2.0	 PREVIOUS RESULTS
It will be convenient to reassemble here, in a rather compact form, the results of
our previous study (Reference 1). We shall do this with a minimum of elaboration,
mentioning only those aspects of that study which will be used in the sequel .
Let us consider a pipe of arbitrarily large radius, one end of which contains a large
piston. The pipe itself extends to infinity in both directions. if one prescribes the
motion of the piston by
X =	 g (t)	 (16)
and assumes that it moves with at most sonic velocity, then, if the fluid velocity
function is v = ,/ (x, t), we have a boundary condition of the type
v (9 (t), t ) = 9 , (t)	 (17)
The expansion of v in (17) about x = 0 in a Taylor series yields
m
v (9 (t) I t) = v (0 1 t) + 9 (t ) v (0 t) +	 , 1 	an v (oft) 9n (t) = 9' (t)
x8	 n '	 (18)n=2	 x
In [I] , we estimated the error incurred by neglecting the summation in the center
of equality (18). In this manner we are led to a boundary condition of the form
v (0, t) + g (t) vx (0, t) = g' (t)
	 (19)
for our Equation (1) .
This development naturally led us to inquire about solutions of (1) satisfying
v  
+ VV  = 6v
 x
(20)
v (0, t) = a (t),
	 vx
 (0, t) = b (t)
The most general solutions then turned out to be 	 Y
7
(x,t)
r`
where
-2
GO	
K(n)(t) 
x2n -1	 + m Ca (t) K (t) (n) x2n
5
n=1	 bn	 (2n -1)	 n=0	 bn	 (2 n)
2 K(n)(t) x2n	 - 1	 OD	 c (t) K (t)] (n) x2n+ 11: C6 
	 (2 n) :	 26	 6 	 (2 n+ 1)
n=0
	
n=0
(21)
G(n) (t) = do G
d to
t
K (t) = exp
	 21 6 f D (T) d T	 (22)
with
	
a (t)	 26
D ( t; 5) = D (t) = det	 (23)
	
b (t)	 a (t)
Now the formula (21) was shown to be applicable, in particular if the condition
(19) was simplified by taking v (O,t) = 0, to a large variety of situations. For
example, if one assumed piston motion described by
CO	 - 1
G (t) =	 1+ 2	 e- k2 t	 (24)
k=1
it was possible to derive the classical solution of Fay from our results, as a very
special case. The formula that wo used - as a reduction of (21) - was
	
a	 (	 OD	 - V2 (n) x 2 nv (x,t) _ - 26 -
	 1 In	 [(G (t) )	 ]
	
ax	
- n=0 
	
bn (2 n)
(211)
in which G represents the piston displacement.
8
3.0	 PROPAGATION OF PERIODIC PISTON MOTION
The results of Fay which we mentioned previously were quite limited in the following
sense: he sought only the most stable periodic wave forms in the propagation. No
wonder, therefore, that such waveforms arise from as "gentle" a piston motion as that
described by (24). However, it is natural to inquire what the situation is when the
piston motion is periodic; a task to which we are devoting our present section. Since
we are not interested in shocks, we shall take
G (t) = exp [ - a cos W t ]	 .	 (24')
Then, aiming at obtaining the form of (21'), we have
ac1	 (n)	 OD	 ex [-22-cos w 
t] ) (n)
	
G- 2 	 x2 n	 p 	 x2 n
	
n	 =E	 n	 2nn=0	 6	 (2 n)	 n=0	 S	 ( )
(25)
In order to perform the differentiations in (25), we write exp [ 2 cos W t] as a
series of modified Bessel functions, utilizing the formula
CD
exp [ z cos W t ] = Io
 (z) + 2 E I  (z) cos (k W t) ' .	 (26)
k=1
We shall also need the integral of this expression with respect to t :
	
t	 cc	 Ik (z)
exp [z C os W T] d T = t 1 0 (z) + 2 Fa	 k W sin (k W t) ,	 (26' )
0	 k=1
which is a well defined expression even for W = 0. We rewrite now (25) in terms
of (26), to obtain
	
1:
m	 a	 ap	
a	
(n) x 2 n	 -
	I o
 -- + 2	 Ik	 cos kw t	 n	 -
l	 z	 2	 6 (2 n)
n=0
	 k=1
9
m m
= exp -I- COs W t t + 2	 7 (- 1) nI a	 (kw)2n-i sin kwt +(
	 AMJ	 k r2
n=1	 k=1
	
'	 x2n	 1
+ (k w)2 n Co. kwt
Sn (2 n)	 J
Because of the uniform convergence, we may interchange the order of the summations,
and rearrange the series:
a	 °D	 Ik (2)sin (kwt) CD	 n (kwx)2 n
= exp (2
 cos w t) + 2	 (-1)	 n	 +
k=1
	 kw	 n=1	 S (2 n)
CO
+2
	 Ik (2 cos (k w t)11:(- 1)n ( nW x )2 n.
S (2 n) .
k=1
	 n=1
Both inner series yield the some cosine function:
00
exp (2 cos Wt + 2	 Ik (2 )[cos (kw ' A x) -1 ] sin I (kw t) + cos (k w t)
k=1
	 (27)
1
(We are using here the notation: S 2 	 Multiplication of the two bracketed
terms in this series allows us to write it as the sum of four series; in particular, the
two arising from the products of (-1) with [sin (kwt) ]/kw and with cos (kwt),
yields from (26) and (26%
t
t ( I
 o (2 ) + 1) - exp [ 2 cos W t I -	 exp [ 2 cos W 'r, d -r	 (28)
0
To reduce the trigonometric products, we use the identities:
10
Cos (kwAx) sin (k w t) =	 1 [ sin kw (t + 0 x) + sin k w (t -Ax)]2
1
COs (k w 0 X) COs (k w t) = 2 COs k w (t + 0 X) + COs k w (t — © X) 1
Thus, we obtain for the sum of the other two series the expression
- Io ( a )(t+ 11 + 1 l exp r^  cosw (t+Ax)l+exp a cosw (t- ©x)] ^+2	 2	 [a	 J	 ITl
t
+
	 [exp [-ac os w (-r +A x)] + exp [ 2 cos w (-r -A x)] d-r
0	 (29)
Therefore, (27) can be written as the sum of the following: the first term in (27),
together with (28) and (29). Some further simplifications yield in this way an
expression which can be written in the following symmetric form:
t - I o (-^  ) + 2 [(F (t +Ax) - F (t)) + (F (t -Ax) - F (t))]
t
+ 2
	
[`F (T+ A x) - F (T))+(F (T- A x) - F (T))] dT,
0	 (30)
where
F(s) = exp [2 Cos ws]	 (31)
To recapitulate: expression (30) is the transformed form of (25), with G (t) given
by (24). Thus, the solution of (1), with the piston condition (24'), is given,
according to (16), by the product of (- 25) with the logarithmic x-derivative of(30). This takes the form
v(X,t)=
2	 [F' (t -Ox) - F' (t +Ax)]A +	 [F (t -Ox) - F(t+Ax) ]
+( F t[(F(-r+,&x)-F(T))+(F(T-,&x)-F(T))]d-rM+[(F (t +Ax)- F(t))	 (t -Ox)- F (t) 1] +f/ t1
0
where
t	
10 ) Iz
The suggestiveness of (32) is obvious: the two types of waves, so well known
from linear  theory, are both present. However, because of the viscous mech-
anism, they contain a "damping" - in fact, it is clear here how increased
viscosity (S — m =>,&
	
0) reduces the propagation to zero. Moreover,
the nonlinearity of the mechanism and/or of the medium are represented in a
conceptually rather simple form. Note that shocks depend on the values of
t and a in particular.
I
1
t
12
^... ^.
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4.0	 GENERALIZED ONE DIMENSIONAL EQUATIONS
As a first step in generalizing results obtained for the one dimension, we would
like to discuss the question of propagation in a pipe with variable cross section.
We derive the necessary eq;:jtions here.
Burgers' equation is valid for non-linear waves in constant cross-section pipes:
b
vt + vvX 2 vXX
where
v = a + u - a 	 excess wavelet velocity
X - x - a
0 
t	 moving reference system
S =	 1	 3 N + Nv + (y - 1) 
ck	 diffusivity
Po	 p
We shall now derive an equation for waves traveling in a pipe whose cross-sectional
area (A) is a function only of its distance from the origin (A (x)). Plane, cylindrical,
spherical, and exponential horn waves, are particular cases of this equation.
For the flow of a perfect gas in a pipe of area A (x) the following equations can be
written:
A pt + (A p u)x = 0	 (34)
A p (u t + u ux) _ - A p  + p6 (Au 
X )x	(35)
2	
`y
P	 p  (a/aa)	 p = Pa (a/c 0)	 (36)
The above equations can be rewritten as follows:
Pt + u px + p ux = - p u Ax /A	 (37)
	
I
u t + u ux + Px /p = Su x x + Su 
x  Ax /A	 (38)
13
(33)
A
x
A f = 0	 Plane waves (41)
A
x
A f = 1/x	 Cylindrical waves (42)
A
x
A f = 2/x	 Spherical waves (43)
Using Equations (36), Equations (37) and (38) become:
Y-1	 Ay-1
a t + u ax + ----- a ux =- A Z o u
2A (ut + u ux +	 cc = g ux x + A — ux
Defining f = Ax/A = (In A)x , the following particular cases are noticed:
(39)
(40)
A
x
A -
Setting:
f = (3
	
a = constant Exponential horn waves:
A = Ao EX P [ P x]
(44)
a	 u	 a	 _ u
r= y-1 + 2	 s- y7l	 2
Substituting a , u with r , s in Equations (39) and (40) and then taking s  from
Equation (40) and substituting it into Equation (39) it is found:
r + (a + u)r = 6	 r	 - s	 +f (r -s) - f Y-1 (r2 —s2)t	 x	 2 C xx	 xx	 x x 1	 2( 2J (45)
Making the assumption that s= s if terms of order (v w/a 2 ) (V/a) are neglected
with respect to the terms of order ?v w/a 2 ) or (U/a) as Lighthill suggested, r and
s reduce to:
o	 u
r - y-1 + 2 (46)
14
y+ 1 ao
r - Y -T 'T
—
(48)
(49)
a
s aw so of	 y a l	 Hence, sx _ sx x	 0
Introducing the excess wavelet velocity (v ):
v= a+u - ao^ Y r+ y- so - aa = IiL
So that:
(47)
	
2v	 Co
	
r _ y+1	 + y-1
and finally, substituting Equations (57) and (55) in Equation (53), it is found:
3
v+ (a +v) v = 6	 v	 + f v	 - f	 y-1	 v 2 + a vt	 o	 x	 2 1 xx	 x]	 2	 y+1	 0
(50)
Before rearranging the terms of Equation (50) it is useful to make some considerations
on their origin and their importance. First, we recall that v is the excess particle
velocity ( v = u + a - o o) equal to the particle velocity (u ) plus the local variation
of the speed of sound (a - oo) originally due to the non-linear terms u p x , p u 
u ux and px /p of Equations (37) and (38) . Thus v is at most of the order• of
2 u, i .e., much smaller than a o hence, v 2 will be neglected with respect to
ao v .	 This is proper and consistent with the other approximations made so for .
It is also evident that the terms multiplied by f are due to the change in cross-
sectional area; f = 0 reduces Equation (50) to Equation (33) for the constant cross-
sectional area if X = x - co t is introduced in Equation (50) . The effect of a
changing area comes both through the moss conservation equation (37) and the
momentum conservation equation (38). In Equation (50) the term multiplied by
5 f comes from the momentum while those multiplied by f only come from the
mass conservation equation. If we think of v as an approximate sine wave we
know that vx x = - (2 n)2 v/ X2 where A is the wave length. Thus, the effect
of an area increase as introduced through the mass conservation (- f a o v/2) has
the some effect as an increase of diffusivity in a constant area propagation (6v x /2)
but while the effect of diffusivity decreases as the wave length M increases, the
effect of an area change, as introduced through the mass conservation, depends only
on the area change and not on the frequency of sound (- f o o v/2) . Can the otherhand the effect of the area change as introducer! through the omentum conservation
equation (6 f v /2) is out of phase with respect to the undistorted wave and con-
tributes directly to its distortion. However, also this effect decays with increasing
wave lengths. Thus, if we conclude that:
r
t	 }
15
bv	 p [±_ 2n 2v
2	 xx 	 X
2 f vx = O 2 f (^ v
f ao v = 0	 2 O' v (51)
then, defining (c.p.s.) the sound frequency in cycles per second, we could neglect
b vx x /2 i f
2 v 	f o0
^ « f ^ (c.p.s.! « 2 n
We could neglect b v
xx	 x
/2 and f f v /2 if:
62iT	 a20
«a0 	 (c .p.s.) << 2 n b
While we could neglect f o o v/2 if:
6 2n	 a2
A	 >>0	 (c. p.s.)>> 2 
n b
or
2 n 2	 03/2	 f	 1/2
	
0	 2n	 b
Concluding, the equation for the propagation of high intensity sound in a pipe of
varying cross-sectional area (A (x)) is:
SAb	 - Ax )vt + °o + v 	 2 A	 vx _ 2 v  x
	2 A	 °° v	 (52).
For plane waves, using Equation (41)
	
vt + (°o + V ) vx	 2	 vx x	 (53)
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For cylindrical waves using Equation (42)
S	 S	 00
	 v	 (54)vt	 °	 vo	 2 x	 vx ^	 22 vx x	 x 
For spherical woves,using Equation (43)
S	 S	 00
V 	 o	 x	 x	 2	 xx	 x
For exponential horn waves,using Equation (44)
as	 S	 a a°
v t + ao + v - 2 vx = 2 vx x - 2 — v	 (56)
The substitution X = x - a t transforms Equation (53) to Burgers' equation and it
can approximately be used n the solution of Equation (56), but it is not useful in
Equations (54) and (55) because there the independent variable x appears explicitly.
In any case, however, it is clear that the solutions of Equations (54)-(56) are in-
volved in almost insurmountable difficulties; and such is the cose,a fortiori, for
Equation (40) . Thus, in the next section we shall discuss an approach based on a
different generalization; one which shows more promise of being tractable. How-
ever, in Appendix 1I, we are giving a brief discussion of why even are apparently
very simple case such as (56) involves great difficulties.
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5.0	 THE CASE OF VARIABLE GEOMETRY
In Section 3.0 we have obtained an explicit expression for propagation induced
by a periodic piston. However, all of the preceding solutions were obtained under
the assumption that we have a simple geometry: that is, flow in a one dimensional
lossless pipe. The question arises, however, as to what the situation is when the
pipe has a variable, or indeed a time-dependent geometry. Note that Section
4.0 treated the location dependent situation and, in general, that is simpler than
the time-dependent one, discussed here. For example, suppose that we have a
solid fuel rocket, in which the waves propagate down the "pipe" which is the
central core; however, in the course of this propagation the walls of this "pipe"
get used up, so that the geometry changes continuously. It is because of such
considerations that the present section is included here. The main connection
between what we have here and the other parts of our work is that here too we
are using Burgers' equation; furthermore, in deriving it, we shall follow once
again the guidelines given by Lighthill .
Let us consider one dimensional flow in a vessel of time-varying cross-sectional
area A(t) . As our flow quantity, let us choose the flow velocity u, which we
shal I assume to depend on the independent variables X = (x - c t) and t, so
that we shall hove a moving frame of reference. Thus, at time t = to and at
the point x = x o , the velocity will be given by
u 	 =	 u (x o - c to , to)
and at that (moving) point X o = (xo - c to ) the cross sectional area will be
A o
 = A (to) . In order to make our theory agree with the customary linear theory,
we shall take
c	 =	 local soundspeed.
We are interested in waves of finite amplitude, and thus have to take convection
into account. This means that
dX
u	 dt
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will not vanish along individual wavelets; rather,it will be proportional to the
fluid velocity itself. Now the energy density in the system is
	
v 	 =	 A u l ,
so that, following Lighthill, we obtain the appropriate relation
	
v 
	 +	 vv x 	 0 ,	 (57)
where	 v	 =	 Au	 (57)
and	 T	 -	 dd t ---	 (58)
A(t)
If we consider dissipation also, the right hand side of (57) has to be replaced by
a quantity proportional to it, i . e . ,
	
v 	 +
	 vv x	
=	 S(T) v  X	 (59)
We followed here the derivation given by Lighthill, so that we shall be able to
trace back the significance of the various quantities.
As we have seen, the solution of (59), for S(T) = S o = constant, is given by
8
v	 =	 - 2 So 9X
	
(60)
where 0 is a positive solution of
0T	 =	 80 6x X	 (61)
Without any regard to possible boundary and/or initial conditions, let us take
for a solution of (61) the function
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B(X,T)	 =	 I + 2	 (_ 1) n a -n [a + 6T] cos n X
Co	 2 (a2)
n =1
which is Jacobi n 4th Theta function, with a an arbitrary (non negative) constant.
The advantage in taking this solution is that there is a rather simple expression for
the logarithmic derivative of it; i.e., using (62), (60) becomes
ao
v (X I T) _ - 26	 cosh I n (a + 6T )] sin n X	 (63)
n=1
with a still arbitrary. (In any specific situation it could be used to satisfy an
initial condition, for instance.)
In order to analyze expression (63), we must relate it to an experimentally
ob ervable quantity, such as the pressure P. Let us assume therefore an adiabatic
type compression, so that
P p Y
Po po
where, as before, y is the adiabatic constant and p is density. Let us also write
P	 =	 p + Po	 ,
where p is excess, while Po ambient pressure. Furthermore, if in this one
dimensional system we denote particle displacement by y, then
YT	 =	 u .
	 (64)
Also, from the principle of conservation of mass we have that
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P - PO{[ ax 
ft
-Y
v(X,T) d 	 - 1
A(t)
(66)
P	 1
Po	 yX
Connecting all these relationships, we arrive at
p	 PO [ ( yX" I - I I
Using now (57') , (64) and (65) , we note that
(65)
We can perform the integration indicated in (66), for an average value A of
A(t), from (63), and then differentiate the result , to obtain
(	 00	 -Y
P = Po / f M + E n In [ tonh n (a + ST) 1 cos n X	 - 1 (6(67)2	 J
t	 n=1
with f an arbitrary function of location. Note that the condition of zero excess
pressure can be satisfied by this function; for we can set it equal to the negative
of the summation + 1 at time t = 0. Furthermore, the arbitrary constant a can
be used to satisfy yet another condition. However, to see the situation somewhat
more clearly, let us introduce a normalizing f and take a = 0. We can then
rewrite (67) as an infinite product:
cc	 n cos n X -Y
P = 
	 TTPO	 In	 tan h n ST/2	 - 1	 (67')tanh n 6/2
n=i
Let us observe the following: As
A(t) --► 0
21
T= f7Adt —_ 0- oD(t)
Tanh T --► 1
In [tank T]-+0
also. We see then, from (67), that because Y > O f P increases without bound;
so that
Cross Sectional area —► 0
implies
Excess pressure 	 ---► co
which is certainly a reasonable conclusion. On the other hand, as
A(t) --. o0
T =	 d t -► 0(t)
tanh T	 ---*.0 +—*.O
i n (tanh T) --*- - co
This, in turn, implies that as
Cross sectional area —► co
Excess pressure
	
---♦► Absolute minimum.
Of course, there are several other conclusions that could be drawn from this model
- however, more research seems to be indicated. In particular, the complicated
nature of the nonlinear mechanism. as exhibited in (67) and in (67') would
indicate the necessity of a parametric study by computer. A first step was indeed
taken in this direction; some results are given in Appendix I .
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6.0
	
THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL CASE: BURGERS' EQUATION
The two basic papers in connection with Burgers' equations are those of E. Hopf
and J. D. Cole, mentioned in the Bibliography. In the latter, the following
statement is made: Since
8
V = -2b
	
x8
where
8t = 8x x ,
is a solution of Burgers' equation
v  + v v  = 6 v x x ,	 v = v (x"t)
we can extend this to the three-dimensional realm quite simply; however under
certain restrictions. Namely,
U = -2S	
It
	
°^W4Px +40y+40z
where
(Pt = b °2(P ,
	
°2 4P
 
_. +
 x + ^y y + ^z z
is a solution of the three-dimensional Burgers' equation
u  + u°u = 6A2. ,,	 u=u(xIy,z,^)
Unfortunately, it turns out that the restrictions mentioned by Cole are quite severe -
indeed so much so, that the three dimensional solution given above has no practical
value. Thus, this section is devoted to illustrate and to prove that point; and, in
doing so, would point out a need for the introduction of a new approach. To
approach this question formally, let us state and prove the following
Theorem:
If	 _	 4) (x, y, z, t) is a function such that
It t	lox x + f  y + f  z
and u = (x, y, z, t) is a function such that
23
ut = ux x + vy y + uZ z - u ux - u uy - u uz
 ,
then these two partial differential equations are in general not connected by
u = -2
lox + 
4Py + ^z
Proof:
We shall use a concise vector notation. Thus, let
e	 -	 (1, 1, 1)
a
Du =	 (ux , uy , uz)
02 = u
	 + u	 + u
u	 x 	 y 	 z
then we have
10t =	 A2 40
u  = 0 2
 u - u (e 0 u )
and
u	 = -	 2 (e	 ^)
10
Now
ut = - 2 (e	 fit) + 2	 e(	 ^^) ^t
2 ( e	 (24)) ) + 2 (e	 ) ^2
10	 402
and
a
iu - -2-.i e• 0-  )
by direct expansion and recombination.
4)2	 1p
- u(e D u) _ + — (e p ^)3 - ^--(e p ^)(e •^(e•p^))
03
i
p2 u = -2 p	 e p^
c	 10	 )
p	 2 (e L1^) p 	-	 2 p (".ft p ^)
^2
2 (e . p p2 ,0 + A	 A 2 (e p 40)^2	 ( ^
? p2 (e Alp) - p (e' • p io) p( 2
? (e p^) p2^ - 2 (e p ^) L 10 p^^2	
10
+ 7 p^ p (e p^,) _ 2 p2 (e p ^) +1040
+ 2 p	 p .0. p^)
^2
25
L p2 (e p+	
2
	 &2 4p +
^2 	 3
Summarizing then, ( if ^t = p210)
103	 It
10 
2
^3
Before analyzing these equations we note that if we are dealing with one space
dimension; i.e., E,,
u t	 2 ^x x x + - 2 4ox ^x x
- u ( Zs • p u) _ - u ux = + 3	 x)3
	2 40x 0x x
&2 u= u  x
	 2 ^x x x+ 
2 
4ox ^x x
Y2
4	 x)3 
+ 4
	
^x lox x
102
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which, as Hopf has shown, are perfectly consistent. However, for more than one
space variable, consider those terms which have ¢3 in their denominators. We
must have,
It
3	
It
4p)2
 =
'Z 4p 	 4p 
= 110112
But, we know that
)2 =	 (fix + 
40y + 40z )2
^2 +41y+ 	 (pZ -^ 	 ©	 112
Thus, I-i )pf's substitution may not be directly extended into two and three space
variables. In fact, this con be done only if the flow field is assumed to be
completely irrotational.
We thus conclude that the extensions of the solutions of Burgers' equation to a
three dimensional domain is not feasible. Alternatives are discussed in the next
two sections.
27
YPo (PO)
a	 y-1
\ a0
(72)
7.0
	
TWO-DIMENSIONAL NON-LINEAR WAVE EQUATIONS
We shall start our discussion of problems in a dimension higher than the first by an
appropriate derivation of the equations employed.
Having a flow which, for physical reasons, admits an axis of symmetry, let x be
the distance along this axis measured from a reference point and y the distance
from this axis. By definition, there will be no flow normal to both x and y and
the mass and momentum conservation equations reduce to the following ones:
Pt + u p  + v p
Y 
+ p vx + p v
Y
 = 0	 (68)
u  + u u  + v u
Y 
+ Px /P = 6 (ux x	
YY
	+ u )	 (69)
v  + u u  + v v  + py/p = 6 (vx x + v  y)	 (70)
6 = 1	 o + Nr + (y - 1) =	 (71)Pa	 p
The above equations are exact except for the definition of the diffusion coefficient
( 6 ) . By introducing 6 , the energy conservation equation is not considered expli-
citly.	 The diffusive effect of heat transfer is however taken under consideration
by the f,ictor: (y-1) k/c po . LighthiII has shown that the above approximation is
equivalent to neglecting terms of order (v w1a 2 ) (V/a) with respect to terms of order
(v W/o a ) or (V/o), where v = p/ p, W is the sound frequency, a is the local
speed of sound, and V the sound velocity amplitude. All the following develop-
ments of Equations (68), (69), and (70) will imply this approximation.
The diffusion coefficient (6) was amply discussed from basic principles in our
previous report. The conclusions are that 6 con be estimated accurately enough
for engineering purposes, but the accuracy of the estimate is different for different
media. Its final value, however, needs experimental verification for each medium
and frequency range which = be achieved by measuring the absorption coefficient
or by comparing calculated and distorted plane waves.
The next approximation is to assume isentropic process in a perfect gas:
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The above assumption is in contradiction with a 6 X 0. However it is a well
established fact that entropy generation is a second or third order phenomenon
from which it follows that Equation (73) holds even for shocks with Mach numbers
up to 1 .5 to 2.0. Equation (72) establishes a direct correspondence between p,
p, and the local speed of sound a. This leads to the following relationships:
2	 -12	 pa	 a	 Y-1
pt	 pa a t	 Y -1 a^	 ao	 at
2 -12	 pa	 a	 Y -1
px	 pa ax	 Y - 1 a 
	
x
2y 
-1
2y po	 a Y -^-
px = p a =a x	 ^, _ 1 ao	 ao	 ax	 (73)
Similar relationships can also be written for p and p . Substituting Equation
(73) and similar into Equations (68), (69) ' , andy(70), it is found:
at + u ax + v a + Y 2 1 a[ ux + v ]= 0	 (74)Y	 Y
u t + u ux + v u	 +	 2 1 a ax	 S [ux x + u ]	 (75)
Y	 Y	 YY
v t	 x+ u v + v v	 + _.., ?	 a s = 6 I x xv+ v	 (76)Y	 Y'	 Y	 YY]
Evidently the above equations constitute a system of three nonlinear partial differ-
ential equations in the variables a = a (x; y; t) ; u = u (x; y; t) ; v = v (x; y; t),
where a is the local speed of sound . ,,J u and v are the components of the local
particle velocity.
The above system can be reduced to ca system of two nonlinear partial differential
equations in two unknowns (the excess wavelet velocity in the x and y directions)
which, for the one dimensional case reduce to Burgers' equation. Again, the error 2
introduced can be shown to be of order (v w/o) (V/a) with respect to orders (v w/a )
or (V/a); we demonstrated this in a previous report.
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The method is similar to that used to derive the equation for spherical and
cylindrical waves (Section 4.0) but somewhat more complicated. The result is:
SV a	 VU
Vt + (U + ao) Ux 2 Ux x +	 2 + 2 V +	 - 2 UYY = 0Y Y (77)
S
Vt + (V + a o ) V - 2
Y
U a
V + 2 + 2 UxYY
UV	 S
+	 xY+1 - 2 V x x =0
(78)
where U= a+u -a 0
V = a +v -a0
excess wavelet velocity in the x direction
excess wavelet velocity in the y direction
Changing the fixed reference system (x; y) to a system moving with the wave
(X = x - 00t; Y = y - cot) it is found:
S	 j V	 a	 V	 S
U +UU -	 °t	 X 2 UXX + l 2 + 2 Vy + Y+ 1 - ao Uy - 2 UY Y = 0
(79)
s	 iu	 00 	 s	 ^
Vt + VV Y 2 VYY + 2 + 2° UX + Y + - a° VX 2 VXX 0
(80)
It can be noticed that Equations (79) and (80) reduce to Burgers' equation for the
one dimensional case. It should also be noticed that, the excess wavelet velocities
cannot be neglected in comparison with the speed or sound in nonlinear problems
in general .
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8.0
	
A DIFFERENT GENERALIZATION
As a method of approach to any of the pairs of equations (75-76), (77-78) or
(79-80), one might try the following.
WE nave seen in Section 6.0 that no physically meaningful solutions can be
constructed for the equation
v + vv + v v	 6 v
	
+' 6 v
t	 x	 Y	 x x
	 Y Y
On the other hand, the above mentioned pairs of equations suggest that one try
to solve, as an interim step, the equation
v  + vv  = 6V xx  + 6V yy 	
(81)
We would like to discuss this problem briefly here.
If the second term on the right hand side of (81) is missing, then we have a Burgers'
equation which we know how to solve. Furthermore, it is precisely this last term
which shows the dependence of v on a second spatial variable y. This suggests
that we try to find solutions for (81) in terms of solutions of Burgers' equation. In
particular, let us assume that
e
V = k 9	 (82)
where k is constant, while a is some as yet unspecified positive function. Then,
after mar-. • transformations, (81) becomes
e-se	 e a	 et e x x	 + (k + 2 6)	 9	 = b	 ex	 (83)
x	 YY
It is clear from (84) why, in the absence of its right hand side, the assumptions
et = 8 ex x	 (84)
k = - 2 6
	
(85)
in (82) solve Burgers' equation.
Suppose, however, that in (83) we keep assumptions (84), but dispense with (85)
and leave the constant k undetermined for the moment; then denoting
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w (y) = w Cn --^—, N 11.1 w o y (89)
w (y) =
ex (x , y; t)
8. (x , y; t )
From (90),
x
8 = F (y, t) exp 
If
k i =	 b	 ,
k+ 2b	 (86)
Equation (83) becomes
w " 	 k dv3
where
e
__	 x
w	 8
and where the primes denote differentiations with respect to y. Without doing
into details of the solution, let us observe that (87) can be solved in the following
way:
(87)
(88)
Here w is the value of w at y = 0, while C n is the elliptic cosine function.
From 0, thus, wo is an arbitrary function of X and of t, so that - with 88 -
we have
1
wo (x,t) Cn
12
- ^k w  (x, t) y	 (90)
wo M, t) Cn 2	 k I wo , t) y d	 (91)
where F is an arbitrary function . In order for this analysis to be complete, we
must choose F and wo so that (91) will satisfy its assumed Equation (84).
Note, however, that we need only take k = 1 in (82) in order for w = v. Thus,
(90) says that if on the line y = 0 there exists a periodic boundary excitation,
then it will remain periodic . Furthermore, if it is not periodic on y = 0, the
elliptic cosine functions will make it nearly so at large distances from the plane
of y = 0. Finally, this periodicity, as well as an exponential type - although
quite complicated - damping exists also; the first with respect to x, the second
with respect to t. (This can be seen by noting that a is a solution of the heat
Equation (84); and by noting that the logarithmic derivatives of such solutions
behave very much like the Jacobian Zeta functions, which are periodic in x and
damped for t -* co) . .
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What this qualitative analysis can show, then, is that an investigation of Equation
(81) from a quantitative point of view might be quite rewording; and that, further-
more, Equation (81) is an acceptable analytical vehicle on a posteriori grounds.
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9.0
	
FIRST PROPAGATION MODEL EQUATION
In the past several years a great deal of effort, including that presented here, has
been expended on Burgers' equation. It is well, we think, to recall the circum-
stances why this happened.
Burgers' introduced his mode' in 1942. As a matter of fact, he gave as a model a
pair of equations, involving partial and ordinary derivatives. He then obtained
some approximate results from those, after re^ucing them to the simple equation
that is named for him today. These results were well received, but not too much
was done with them, because the exact solution of that equation was unknown.
It was only after 1956 and 1957, when Cole and Hopf, respectively, published
their solutions, that so much work began to be based on this equation. There
exists work in a great many fields, which has as its aim the reduct4on of problems
to Burgers' equation .
This is of course not surprising. After all, the number of physically significant
nonlinear partial differential equations, for which an exact solution is known, is
extremely,
 small - probably less than a dozen .
The success of Burgers' was due to two factors. Fir ,-,t, the equations that he
postulated turned out to be excellent analytical vehicles. Secondly, the approxi-
mate solutions he had originally obtained were also very good.
Let us put a stress on the point that he postulated his equations, instead of deriving
them from, say, the Navier-Stokes equations . In the meanwhi le, of course, the
justification of a derivation has been completed also. However, since no
equations are exact, it seems to be a very reasonable approach to postu a e equations,
note what the consequent solutions are and then on these a posteriori grounds, to lay
a proper formulation under the analytical vehicle used.
It is exactly this which we shall address ourselves to now: namely, the postulations
of equations and a brief examination of their solutions. Thus, in this section, we
wi ll give the brief description of a particular set of equations, intended to serve as
a model for other, more appropriate, sets. It was chosen for illustration because
of its particular simplicity; for more details, see the paper by Kampe'de Feriet.
Let us consider the physical model of sound radiation from a uniformly distributed
source on the ground, with say, radial coordinate x, vertically upwards, in the
direction of increasing y. All motion will be assumed to take place in a plane
parallel to the plane of x y.
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0In a nondimensional system of units, ur,^ler the assumptions of incompressibility and
non-viscousness, an irrotational motion will define a velocity potential 40 (see
formula (6), for example, which is a quasi-potential) such that the two velocity
components u, v ore related to it by
u (x, y, t)	 _ - Ox (x, y, t) (92)
v (x, y, t) _ - 4y (x, y, t)	 , (93)
while ^ itself satisfies
lox x + ^y y = 0 ,	 (94)
because of the incompressibility  condition .
Furthermore, since we expect the vertical velocity component to be of periodic
type in time, while undergoing exponential damping with increasing altitude, we
also postulate for ^ the equation
loy	 O tt 1,	 (95)
which, incidentally, also agrees with the linear approximation.
Let us observe now that the function ^, which depends on the three variables
x, y, t, ^ = 4p (x, y, t), is considered as a function of two variables (x and y)
in (94), 'and of two other variables (y and t) in (95). Thus, as a consequence,
^ also satisfies
^tttt + 
^ 
y y 
= 0 ;	 (96)
an equation known in connection with the transverse vibrations of a bar.
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It is rather simple to obtain solutions for the pair (94-95) . One can start from the
four simplest ones, i .e.,
e -Xy cos ax cos N ^t
e -Xy cos a x sin NFI\t
e -Xy sin Xx	 sin NFXt
e - ^` y sin X x	 cos \t	 (97)
Linear combinations of these give two superposed waves, well known from linear
acoustical theory, with one going towards x = co, and the other in the opposite
direction. That is, if
^ = e-Xy cos 4—Xt [AW cos X x + B(X) sin Xx] +
+ sin NFt [C (a) cos Xx + D (X) sin Xx] I98O
then
	
9 = 9 1 + 02 ,	 (99)
where
=	 A (X) + D  	 cos (Xx - .1-,\t) t) + B (X) 2 C (X) sin (Xx - N ^ t)2
9 = 
A (N) 2 D (X) cos (Xx + 4-,\t)+  B (X) 2 C (X) sin (X x - 4—K  t)
(100)
(Compare these, for instance, to the results we obtained for the velocity functions,
with particles excited by a periodic - type piston motion; formula (32) ).
Thus, the general solution of the pair of equations (94-95) can be written as
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4
OD
	40 1 (x, y, t) =
	
le w
 X y cos a x cos 47t f (a) d X,	 (101)
0
where the integrand contains in brackets the first function of (97); and also a ¢2,
^3 , 104 , which are identical to (101) except that in the integrand the other
functions of (97) are used. In fact, it is possible to combine all these, so that,
using complex notations, we have
ip 6% ? y I t) = ^ + 412 + 10 3 + 104
= rex p[ i y X- t I X - x X2 , f (a) d XI
-
	
	 (102)co
This is a rather good representation, for it can be shown that every non-negative
solution of (94-95) which is Lebesgue integrable on
-m<X <aD
y >0
	
t >0
	 (103)
can be expressed in the form (102) .
According to this, then, we have from (92), (93), and (102) that the velocity
components will be given by integrals of the form
ex p C i y X - t I \ I _ x \2 ] \2 f I (X) d X
co
u (x, y, t) _
- OD
a^
v (x J, y, t) _
-CO
i exp I i y 	 - t) x -x x2] af2 W d 
(104)
(105)
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Note that, in general, the real component of (104) will be the some as the
imaginary component of (105) and vice versa. This means, of course, that
while one component contains in it motion which is essentially periodic
propagation, the other will contain damping.
With this, we are now ready to pass on to our next model.
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10.0 SECOND PROPAGATION MODEL EQUATION
We will now consider an axisymmetric flow, dependent on radial and longitudinal
locations as well as on time. We will use for our velocity components u and v:
U = u (r, y, t) -	 longitudinal component	 (106)
V = v (r, y, t) = radial component
We will further assume that v is completely determined by u but not vice verse.
In particular, on the basis of previous developments, we shall 	 stulate the relation-
ship connecting u and v:
u  (r, y, t)
(107
which of course is in keeping with our previous results. As a consequence, we
also have, for b = constant,
r
u (r, y, t) = K (y, t) exp	
- 216	 v (R, y, t) d R	 (108)
where
K (y, t) = arbitrary,	 (109)
so that the longitudinal component does not completely depend on the radial one.
The physical meaning of this can be clarified by means of the following diagram:
Sound Source
In the neighborhood of the sound source there is a negligibly small vertical velocity
component, and themotion is essentially one dimensional. However, as we proceed
forward from the source, three dimensional dissipation, with its attendant vertical
velocity component, takes place. The position where this begins to become signi-
ficant is essentially dependent on what the horizontal component was initially; and
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therefore, the vertical one ought to be completely determined by it. On the other
hand, the values of the horizontal component ought not depend on the nature or
values of the particular three dimensional dissipation that is present, except in so
for as the conservation of the total energy is concerned. These considerations are
well reflected in formulas (107)-(108). Note that when the horizontal component is
very large, u = oD, then almost no radial motion exists (formula (107)), unless the
radial component is such that
u —► oa	 as	 u —► acr
On the other hand, from formula (108) we have that, essentially the larger the
total loss of energy from the horizontal component to the radial one is, the smaller
the horizontal component (and, of course, its energy content) becomes. From the
some formula we also see that if the medium is such that no radial component can
be sustained, then the total energy remains and resides in the horizontal one.
We will now further assume, on the basis of our previous work, that the vertical
component satisfiesthe eq tion
v  + vv = 6v
 r
	 (110)
for the some S as in (107) and (108), and that the horizontal one is propagated
according to the linear approximation,
u t t = c 2 u r r ,
which is the linear wave equation.
We observe that once again, as in the previous model, both u and v are functions
r f the three variables r, y, and t. However, in their defining relationships (110)
Wid (111) this is not apparent; (110) contains differentiations in time and radially,
while (111) uses time and the longitudinal directions
Let us differentiate now (107), once with respect to t and twice with respect to
r . We arrive at
r	 r
u  =	 Kt
 (y, t) - 21S K (y, t)
	 v e (R, y, t) d RI exp If v (R, y, t) dR
r
urr =	 11462 v
2 (r ,y, t) - 1
26 v  
(r ,y,t) R (y e t ) exp Ifv (R,y,t) d 	 ,
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u t =	 urr ; (113)
so that
u  (r, y, t) - 5 u  r (r, y, t) =
r
K (y, t)	 1	 K (y, t)
_ -26 
	 K (y ^ t) +f vt (R' y, t) + 2 v2 (r ' y ' t) " 5 y r (r ' Y ' t)	 - 2 5	 x
[f r
x	 exp	 v (R,y,t) d R	 (112)
If we observe that interpation of (110) will yield
r
f v t (R, y, t) +	 2	 v 2 (r, y, t) = 5 yr (r, y I t) + A (y, t)	 (110')
with A (y, t) an arbitrary function, and if we identify the first term in the first
bracket of 012) as A (y,t), then we see that the right hand side of (112) has to
vanish . This implies then that
so that the longitudinal velocity component u, in addition to satisfying (111),
also satisfies (113) . This part therefore points the way immediately for the com-
putation of u and of v .
Let us ccllect these results and consider them in terms of a potential, inawaysimilarto
the previous section: We say that there exists a potential (p = qi (r, y, t), such
that
u (r / y/ t ) _	 (r/ y, t)
r (r y' t)
v (r,	 t) _	 - 2
 S
y	 (p(r^yIt)
where 4p satisfies both
(114)
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_Ott	 c 2 ^yy
^t	 =	 S	 r r	 (115)
for some viscosity number S and wave numbeir c.
It is rather interesting to compare (115) to (6), where we were considering Or:,;
dimensional propagation with velocity component v and with a density function
p. There we had a potential 
^x also, satisfying only the second equation of(115):
(fix ) t - S (4'x )x x
and with
P (x , t ) =	 x (x , t)
^x x 
(x , t)
which indeed is a striking similarity.
Let us see now how we could obtain solutions for 0 15) . It seems that we can proceed
as in the previous section, and write for our fundamental solutions
(
r, 
y t)	
e - 
k t	 cos	 k r	 cosh	 k	 y	 ( 1 16)3	 =
sin	 S	 Binh	 c
where in (116) we mean any of the four variations possible. The general solution
can then be written as
i=4
t) =	 e- C t cos	 r cos'	 y	 P. (C) d
	
sin	 S	 sinh	 c	 i
i =1 (117)
From (117) we obtain the formulas for the velocity components u and v:
I
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i=4
u (r,y,t) =	 e-C t
i =1
cos	 cosh C	 P (C) d C
sin	 S r	 isink	 c y (118)
and
i=4
	
V-F -Ct (-sin)	 cosh
 e	 ( cos)	 b r si nh c y Pi (C) d C
i=1
e- cos L IT-1 cosh
1:,f
C P. (^)d^
sin	 5 r sink	 c y i
(119)
To illustrate one of the features of the solution, in the absence of any boundary
conditions, let us return to the solutions which are the simplest ones conceptually,
i .e., 116. If we use one term only - which is extremely crude, because it does
not allow, among other things, any nonlinear interaction - then we have
	
(r, y, t) = e- k t cos
	 S r	 cosh	 y
with k some characteristic number. Then we have
U
u (r, y, t) = e - k t cos	 k r cosh ( k- Y)S	 c
v (r, y, t) = 2 NFk S tan	 S	 r (120)
The one important feature which is illustrated here is that along the central axis
of the sound source, normal to the source, there is a zero radial component at rill
times. In the general solution this would of course become a funnel, perhaps of
exponential type, such that at the throat it is just a point, but widens out as it
proceeds. Throughout the entire length of this funnel, the propagation is essentially
one dimensional.
To give a somewhat more comp l k,,It	 . of tke general solution (118)-(119) is
difficult in the absence of bourn , : 4 :'v or.Jele , ini ticl restrictions, which are tasks
for the future; However, let uL: i`'^"' ``
	
the following generalizations which
are possible within this rather st*mple mathematical framework of reference:
w
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I ) In the first equations of (115), we can take c = c (r), because the
differentiations there are not in the radial directions. This would
mean that we are not assuming the uniform applicability of the wave
equation throughout the entire width of that we are considering;
rather, the type of wave motion would depend on our relative location
in the cross-section .
2) Similarly, in the second equation of (115) we may take the diffusion
constant S as a function of y, for the same reason that we would
allow c to depend on r . Physically, this would allow us to treat
flows where dimensional dit;lsion takes place selectively; for instance,
there may be very little scattering of the wave at the source, with
significant increases at farther distances.
As a concluding point on possible generalizations let us remember that as early as
1872, Boussinesq - followed later by Reynolds -announced his view that most
flows of the nonlinear nature ought to be handled by statistical methods. The
latter even gave appropriate equations for such frameworks of reference.
Now there are many possibilities in obtaining appropriate probability distributions
for so-called random solutions. Random solutions themselves can arise as conse-
quences of either a probabilistic equation, or probabilistic boundary conditions,
or probabilistic forcing functions; or, indeed, from any combinations of those.
It seems very clear, that while one has to depend to a large extent on deterministic
descriptors, it is nevertheless necessary, in order to understand the nature of physical
phenomena, that at least the boundary conditions for many of these things ought to
be stochastically described . This is because one can, in the strict sense, correlate
experiment and theory only by means of averages; for it is averages which are
observable . It so happens that if the typical integral  i n (117),
(r, y, t) =f e- C t cos
	
r	 cosh	 C y( P (C) d C	 (121)S	 c
is replaced by
(r, y, t) =
	 e - t cos
	 S r	 cosh	 y	 d P (C ),	 (122)
where (122) is a Stieltjes-Riemonn Integral, then (122) still satisfies our equation.
However, it does so in a greatly generalized sense; for an ;he one hand it admits
quite discontinuous, indeed even discrete, boundary and/or initial values; and, if
the function P is of bounded variation, then (122) can be interpreted as a stochastic
generalized integral and the solutions obtained from it as probabilistic ones.
}
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It is interest to point out here that besides the new physico-mathematical formulation
given to our problem in this section, another novelty arises also: and this in the
method of the general solutions. To show this, let us consider again the set (115):
a) ^t t = c2
y 
b) 1	 4't	 S 4p r r (115)
It is well known that all of the solutions of 015a) can be expressed in the form
4P (y, t) = F (y + c t) + G (y - c t)	 (123)
where F and G are arbitrary functions. This is true when q^ depends on y and
t alone. Here, however, while r does not appear in (115x) explicitly, it is
nevertheless an independent variable; so that actually (123) should be
ep (r; y, t) = F (r; y + c t) + G (r; y - c t)	 (123')
We separated r by a semicolon here, to show that in this context it appears as a
parameter only.
Let us introduce the change of variables
y + c  = z 
y - c 	 =	 z2 ,	 (124)
in order to rewrite (123') further as
(r; z , z 2 ) = F (r; z ) + G (r; : 2 )	 (125)
	
Now, however, the
	
of (125) has to satisfy 015b) also; which implies that F
and G have to satisfy it too. Thus, because of (124),
10t = c (P z 	- c z	 (i i6)
	
1	 2
and thus 015b) becomes
c (^z 	q)z l	 S +r r	 (127)
• 1	 2/
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In terms of the constituent functions F and G of qo (127) can be written as
c ( Fz 
1	 I
- Gz ) =	 b ( Fr r + Gr r ) '
2
(128)
because F does nc„ depend on z2 , nor does G depend on z . Let us make
(128) more explicit, while rewriting it:
F	 (r; z) - S F (r; z)	 -	 G	 (r; z ) + b G (r; z)	 = 0
z 
	
1	 c	 rr	 1	 z2	 2	 c	 r 	 2
(129)
Evidently, in (129), the first bracket does not depend on z 2 , nor does the second
bracket depend on z  . Then as for as these two variables are concerned, each
bracket is constant; i .e ., they are functions of r alone. In this way we obtain a
separation of variables, which in explicit form says that F and G have to satisfy,
respectively, the heat equation and its adjoint:
F	 -	 8	 F	 =	 P (r)	 (130)
z I 	 c	 r 
Gz + 6	 Gr r =	 P (r)	 (131)
2
A solution of these equations, with appropriate boundary cond;tions imposed on
them,, is the future task we mentioned above.
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11 .0	 DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The intention of the present report was to extend the results of our previous one
(see Reference 1) from the analytical treatment of the one dimensional nonlinear
acoustical field to that of higher physical dimensions. In the course of this, as
it often happens, several new by products of significance - connected with the
previous research - arose, and they are included here. This is why we are pro-
posing, as one possible extension of our one dimensional results,
1 .	 The exact solution (now possible) of the unapproximoted piston problem.
As a second avenue in one-dimensional investigation, we would take the results of
Section 5, and analyze them more carefully; both by computers and analytically.
However, to return to the higher dimensional case: the task of
2. The solution of Equation (81), which was shown to be possible (section
8.0) ought to be carried out.
This solu : on would give a physically significant generalization of Burgers' equation,
and because of the possibility of an analytical solution, it is expected that important
insights into the effect of higher dimensions could be gained.
Finally, as the third large area of investigation, which seems to be of importance
on account of the results of Section 10.0, is the investigation of the physical
assumptions
3. Investigation of the Physical Assumptions leading to equations such as
107-110-111, and
4. A qualitative analysis of the solutions of the system of Equations (115),
from the viewpoint of acoustical theory.
All four of the above endeavors seem to be important tasks. We would conclude by
saying, however, that the most immediate - and most striking - results would pro-
bably emerge from carrying (2) of the program above.
	 •
J,
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APPENDIX  1
As a first attempt at evaluating the usefulness of formulas (67) for the excess pressure
p in a pipe of variable cross section,
'Y
p = Po	f (X) +	 n In tank n (a + ST) cos n X	 - 1	 (67)
n=i 1
a limited parametric study by computers was performed for the series in (67). The
reason for this is that it is rather difficult to establish convergence properties of the
series.	 It may converge, as it probably does, for certain ranges of T and X,
depending on a and on 6 . Clearly, the limit of the n th term is zero, but this is
only necessary for convergence and not sufficient; however, none of the well known
tests seem to be applicable to this series. It also ought to be pointed out that divergent
values of the series are acceptable because of the negative exponent; indeed, in
equilibrium, the series must diverge.
We considered the series form (67), with a = J (probably unrealistic) and 6 = 10-2
(probably too big) . The computer experiment was finite; Table 1 gives the flow chart.
From the results it appears that a = 0 corresponds to equilibrium conditions and that
for this value the series tends to diverge. A few sample printout pages are reproduced,
following the flow chart.
Thus, the series used was
S=	 n I n1 tonh 2 (.01 T)^ cos n X
n = 1
0<X <2n	 0< T < 1
The selected printouts show variation of T and of X on the range above.
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TABLE I
Set:
N=0
S=0
Increase N by 1
Computer Nth term F
Add F to S
Write out sum every 100 terms
IsIsI < 109?
No	 Yes
Is I L I< 10 9 	 1 Is N > 2 ?
No	 Yes
Y4es l s N< 1000	 Yes	 Set N= 0
No
Printout:
1) Sum S
2) Number of terms summed N
3) Nth term F
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I
7IM UM OF FT^ ST
	 0.70
^ I J 1• 1• 7 t 9 0 , J 3  5 1 7• 9
SUM OF F I^S T 0.7
SUM OF FlR%T 0.11
SUM OF Ft ST	 0.
S n -0.10 55 652327
CASE NIlMIRFR. 106
Sm -0.40113577%
t
CASE NUM FR 104 To
1
f
So	 0.9 16#756957 545 n
CASE 4U4FR IOS !T-
I
	
0. 19^9999999994A7n- p I X In	 0. IRA 9555 9? 1 S 3 1174 0 01
I
I
03	 *	 0.2 40 nnnnnOnnn"00n 02	 0.31346171S75761361-12
f'
	
n.199 999999999^997U-01 xim	 0.111, 11774121871A330 0n
SUM nF Ft ST 0.949999999994,999nn 07 (TFRMS IS 1-0.1694213547804329
SJM OF F1 ST
I
0.2NO0003W0000000 03 'TFRMS I S -n.3193hR70h%781727
SUM OF FIRST
	
0.2 9999999g9^999 g0 o3 ITrRMS IS	 0,44 7 7401 18/419124II
SUM OF FIRST
	
0.39 99;999999 9990 03	 FRMS IS rn.S610?.71 52268911
SUM OF Ft ST
	
o.S0000lonnnon n030 01
	
rRMS IS	 0.h627S31 n994n493
+
1	 1	 1,
1SIJN•AF,Vf ST1.10 . 169 9910909 9A99008.9^TQRMi1t5.9 U^7SSJA7 ;Iblib4ii4i
03
03
13
n3
03
0 1 1, 5. 7. 9	 t 1• 16 7• 9 0	 J 1
003nn0o000n00n n3 TERMS is -0. 43Q 60454R33R52M 03
J 1• + e	 1 0 10 , J 1• 5• 1 1 v b 17 1. 5. 1 1 9 I°
	
J 1•+•' i D	 J J• S•* t v	 7 7• 1• I t 9
999999999 998n 03	 FRMS IS	 0.9173347 193430630 n3
I49999999969990 03 ^ERMS IS 4. 0.9991319 069112775 03
I
999999999 QQn11 03 TERMS IS ^Oe IO556574777?17490 04
7490 04 ^=
	
n6999 9999999999 , 90n 13 F	 -0.2308 106713521
2	 0.199` 999999999 9711 -n1 x	 0.3141.9265'15997 10 01
	
I	 I
'3110 07 ^=	 n.4994999999999g91;n of Flo -0.1375 742b1964
J 1• 1• 7 t 9 10 X 7 1
1 9 f) 04
0-13
56
7B
Y
CASE NU FR 701 T= 	 0.7999999999991 94'1 •n 1 X"	 0.0	 I
I	 ,
	SUM OF FI ST	 0-99V)919 Q999q99900 137 ITFAMS IS	 0.2310806 186484$10 f) ns
	
SUM OF FIRST	 0.20P009000000 noon 03 TFR4S IS r0.804144li 1019271an OS
	1 	 +'' 	 i
	
SUM OF Fl^%T	 0.799q99999999999 $10 03	 FR MS IS -n,16252A$1g945t99S9Q^ 36Ii
	
SUM OF FIRST	 0.'19 999999999 9990 03	 FkM;'► IS -0. 76S6A10b4b1952$17n! 76
	
SJM OF FIRST	 0.50 n030n0000^ 0000 03 ! FRMS 1 S ^0.3870471^41119464011 06	 {II 	 1	 ^
SUM OF F 1 S T 0.59 99999999"999D 03 ,TERMS 15 0 * IS 2419S314945401 ?n 06
	
SUM nF FIRST	 0.70000 1)01000n) 0000 03	 FIRMS IS P-0 * 6-?S9194^ 71941001.n 16
^	 ^	 1
	
SUM OF F 1 ST	 0. 7 999999999 9990 03 ^ FRMS 1 S X0.9400998 08469074 '16
1	 '
	SUM nF FIRST
	
008 99999999 999n 03 TFRMS IS ^0.10156.34 40710505 n7
i
	
SUM 00 FIRST	 0.9 999999999 •-9900 03 TFRMS I S^-0.120137 28796171 n7
S• -0.12 137997879 r7710 47
	
s	 0.99 9999999949nn n3 Fjv -0,1,9045808572833
I
CASE NU4F R 207 !T n 	 1.799] 999999999 987-01 X	 0.6283 853071795 On- O 1
S n -0.91826245491.2 691D 03 No 	 n.750I000n000000p000 n2 Flu -0.7679 469755953
(
CASE NUM ER 203 To	 0.799 999999999^9An-01 X0	 0,1256517n614359 ?f) On
i
I
I
	SUM OF FI ST	 0.99 999999999 9900 07 ITFRMS IS ^-0.1215141 77118261D 02
I
	SUM OF FIRST
	 0.20 0030 x1000 0000 03 TFRMS IS ^ 0.109771 l,43AOO1960 03
0 1. 2. s e 7• 1 10 1 •' e! e/•° 0 1 2 1 e! e l• 910 1 2 2 4 5 e 7• 9 0 1 2 1 • 5 4	 a 410 1 2 2.? e 1 e 910 - 2 7/ S e 7•° 0 1 2 7 4 S e 7•°
	
SUM nF FIRST	 0. 29999999999999981 03 TFRMS 1S -0.19822747'1939h702n 03
4444+,,4
	
X40° os • ° ►r^^^s rs • °^a:^^+^saxf^aa^e^sa^e^°hs 2.2 °' • °
04
-12
0 1 2 2 1!•	 • °(0 1. 2 1
0 1 2 2 4$•,• 910 1 2^4
I
	 SUM OF FIRST	 0.500000n000010000n 03 ITERMS IS h0.14885771167985011N n3
99n 03 TFRMS IS I .0.417614SISSII09t5701 03SUM OF FIRST	 0.	 9999
SUM OF FI RS T 	 09	 0000
SUM OF FIRST	 0.7	 9999
SUM nF FIRST
	 0,
SUM OF F IIRS T
	 0.	 99999
S o - 0.6110731300734107410 03
0000 09 TFRMS IS x-0.46994
990 01 TFRMS IS x-0.5216
0 5681
	
9900 03TFRMS IS
	
0.611 211
	
0.999 99999a9
	 On O1
5?38RSI?n 03
05821266 03
71t 13089n n 1
01140243 03
-0.1a0 5909572R311710 04
99999999p999n 01 'FRMS IS
r!
CASF NU FR 20 & iT n 	 %799 999999999p94D-01 X0 	 0.I404(95 55 92 1 5 15!7{•1) 00
I	 ^	 !1 03755719 2831) 03 4 8 	 no 7400000^10000" 00n , n7 F!n 	 0 124 PP44717337
t
	
ER 20S it -3 002 0 999999999^98n-n 1 X 	 0095 1374122971 A 30 01
ST 0.9999qqgggggqrqgoo 02 rFRMS 1 S rn.1491S?1t/1`& 102711in 33
ST 0.20 0030n0000
p 
0000 03 (TERMS IS ^0.276046,II) L936288 03
ST 0.290999999499499RO
I
03
^
ITERMS IS
I
-093169945-114159338n 03
ST 0.391999999999999990
1 03 i;TERMS1 IS } O.W099141?.724380Di 03
So
	 0.93
CASE NUM
Sim OF Ft
SUM OF FI
SUM OF Ft
9114 QF Fl
111-12
8
SUM nF FIST	 0.90000000000 0000 03 ITF114S IS r0.%16934i1 5 65 41 04 7r,
i
SUM OF FIRST	 0.59999999999 
I 
9990 03 1TFRMS IS I"0.6339904^681 '31214Qi
SUM OF FIRST 	 0. T OOODOOOnO 00011 03 i
I
TFRMS IS -0.6983005 (9553701"
I	 ISUM OF FIRST	 0. T 999999949y 99g D 03 rEltms is r01 7563365 %,59SA30c
'SUM OF Ft ST	 O. A 999944999 9990 03 tERMS IS	 13.A0A34163n9147950r
I )) • 5. 1 1 910 1) 7• S• 7 1 v 0 1 7 1• s• 7 i v 0	 ) 7. 5. 7. 7 0 • ) 1 • 	0, 1 4 0	 ' 1 1 1•	 • 910 - 1  7. 5. 7 1 0
01
13
M3
33
03	 !
SUM OF FIRST	 n.9999999499499490n n3 TERMS IS -0.05SIR14653309979n n1
(0 l a)• s• 7 1. 0 1 1 1• s• 7 1 i I ) S• s• r i o 
^°	
) 1• s s r 1 v	 7)• s• 1 1 1 r 1 7 1• s•' 1 v Ic 1 7 1• s.' I v 0 1 1,•+•' 1 7 0 1 7	 • s• r i c 0	 p 1
! S n -0. PSS1 03065930 4790 n3 N= 	 A.999^9949999999p400 n3 f^• -0.14n46A!fgST7813I.130 
I 
04
CASE NUM ER. 206	 n 	 00 299I9999999499^999 1-01 XC	 0. 3141 `592693SA97 1 n 01III
i
S= -0.42577395378 4279 02
	 n 	 0.4999994999999 980 01 F	 -0.1254 36,99S171413D-13
58
_..
SUM nF FIRRST	 0.	 994999
SUM OF FIjtST
	 0.201000300
SUM OF FIRST
	
0.	 99 945
Sum nF F URS T 093 "99
E
SUM OF FIRST	 0.	 onn1)
!	 r
ISIlM4of,F1 STJ: s 0,	 99 991
SUM nF Ft ST	 0.
0 1. J• J 6 7. ♦ 0 1 9 3 4, 6
SJM OF Ft ST
	 A.
SUM OF FIRST
7	
-_-,I
I
6&Sft.NY E9s • 101. ♦ fls J I • 0- A9909999999996990vo1 • • XN 7 10. 0 , . JQ ' J 1 4 4. 7 . y +. ' J 1 4 1 4 7 ..1. J , 4 1 4 ' . v 0 7 1 4
1
1
1 . 1 . b . 7 . ♦1. I >1 J . , . 7 . •^. , , , . , . ^ .. ^. , ? , . , . ^ . 4 f" 1 / J . , . ^ . ♦ 1. , 1 1 . ^ . ^ . Y t	 7 , . , . ^ , v b , ♦ 1 . , . ^ . • "Q	 7 1 . + .	 .	 h	 i + .
SUM=n F Ft ST t 0.9 999999999^990n o2 ^r r% 4s IS (047225547 #1700 031000 IS
SUM OF FIRST 0.20
I
OA9000MOApf1	 O 03
f
!FERNS IS ►-1).7470409 75194640ni
f
^
'1S
SJM OF FIRST 0.29 g999999940945n 03
I
^FaMS t S Loet41SS19 49121 ,180D
^	
I
I
06
I
SUM 01- FIRST 0.39
4
9999g999"g9g0 03 YFRMS
i
IS
i
j 0.7476483 424612 q ?D M6
SUM OF Ft ST 0. 50 0000001)01) HOOD 03 rITERMS IS ro.3S1 10601^9474461 t) 06
SUM OF FIRST 0.5 9999999999 9991) 03 FRMS IS r0947771570 133675696
I
16
CUM OF F1 ST 0.7 m 03000A01) 0A0n1 0 1;
1
FRMS I S n-0.60564514S7b39?S7^ Io6
SUM OF FIRST 0.79 99999999949990 03 RFRMS I5
i
r-0.74 g S21615A23667t0^ 06
' 1
SUM OF FIRST 0.89 994 99999w9990
1
03 'TFRMS IS r-0909994%018%54356951) 1)6
SUM OF FI ST 0.9
1
9999g 9g99^gg 0n 03 'TERMS IS -0.tOR8447 25037246
^
07	 1
S- -0.10 5884222 5 03 786n 07	 ^: n.99*9999999o99^90n 453	 F	 -0.1622 4 011839 4 84790 0.
999999999099n -Ot
 
Xr	 0062831195307179
=	 0.25010000000000000 02 F	
-0.254
'II
9999999999990-nt X
	 0.1.2%W061415
I
99nn 02
	
FRMS IS	 0.72t"68614502697770
0010 03  TERMS IS I-O.R052657 9981 ?877
'	 i
99AD 03 ?FRMS IS
	 0.1552484 
1 
Sqg?344546
999D 03 TERMS 15	 002058331.71223039
0000 03 TERMS` IS -0,7779756999419954
1	 f
9990s98. ♦ faMSstS•9 Oa,121382b 49TZov9i
OD-01
41?.038374 7 RO - lt
70 00	 i
1)t
i
02
n3
33
'13
7 1 2] 456 7. 91 0 1 J 1
CASE NUMINER 30? IT-	 0.39
Sn -O.R7 7499720/0 2520 03
CASE NU ER '103 T=	 n.3
3 '131,616 91
303000000 0000 03 TFRMS I S
	 0.3707880173925466n 31
1 9 1 4! 6 7. 0 0 1 9 7 4 1 6 7. V 0 1 4 1 4 J 6 7. 9 F 1 9 J 4, 6 7. 9 	 1 1 1. 1 6 7 1  0 I f 1 4 1 6 1. 9 0 1 f J 4 1. 1.
499999999 9990 03 TERMS IS	 0.4087065 69b27548n 03
;999q999999991) 03 TERMS IS
	 n.441?tA?12906R642n DA
9999999990990D 03 rFRMS IS 	 0.471)3481 46421«70 33
4471) 01	 =	 O.Q94 999999499 90n n3 P	 -0.1622 4 81 A3 94 gq 9n n4
{
iCASE NU FR 304
^i
	f).3g4 999999g9+99n- n1 ic's	 0, 1 01949KS%010 1534 40 W)	 I
	
0. • 79413'3" I4 4540 01 ^-	 A.? 50 AOnn00000^1n0 n3  F •	 007771 7949%094411f)-17
i	 ^	 I
	
NU F R 30 14 IT 	 1094^g99999Q990990-01 K^	 0.741377-o12?471R^30 01
I
SUM OF FI ST	 0.94 99i9 `a999^99900 02 TERMS IS -0.134773T^&0176An946n n3
SUM OF f 1 ST	 O.P0000101010AD4000 03 'YFR41 IS ^0.75n1t3n'534287334 n3
SUM OF FI ST	 0.79 499 9)999 994Q 03 ^ERMS IS '-099439454 R%%?Mn '13
SUM OF MST	 0.3 q99 9 1 4 )9q 99999 01	 FR044 IS	 0•4227937^83437579 03
SUM OF F I S T 	 0. s one 0 1 1')00 000n 03	 t'i MS tS	 0.494?033163631 n1 S!1 931	 ^	 1
SUM OF FIRST	 0.5999919, , 9l9gl1 999n 03 IrrqmS IS 1-09 f+444n990s 0189970 N3
SUM OF FIRST	 0.7000(Nnn'+n)0000000 03 }TERMS 1 1; ^ 009019400081464349n 03
I 	 ^	 •	 I
SUM OF FIRST
	 0. 79^ .1 91 gr► gV94^9980 03 lFRMS is p' -0,64791@ ? ,3SP@?l?44n n3I	 I
i
SUM OF FIRST	 0.89 997,))9099 994D 01 ?FRMS 1S ^0.6812073 65187146n 03
SUM OF FIRST	 0. 9 994 ,) 999999 990 03 rF%MS 1 1, 
(
x0 .7144993 95477974 ^3
So -0.71 46939944 2P74n 03	 n 	 0.4991949 99499999900 11 F• -0.16? 48183948/1
LASE NUF R 306 To	 ?.399 999999999 99 171 -A1 X	 0. 3141 92S539R9? 10 03i	 {I
1 1 J)• 5 1 1 0 9 0 1 1 1. 5. 1 1 0 0 I J 1. 5. 1 0 9 0 1 J 1. 5. 1 1 9 0 I J 1. 5•/ 1 9	 1 1. 5•' 1 0 0	 1 1•+. 1 0 v 0 1 1 1• 5• 1 0 9
r
S•
CASF
04
1 J 1• 5 1 r 0 9 10 1 01 • 54
-0.47655778072264454 n7 N=	 1.49999999999999980 nt F n -A.12n466715960684Pf)- 13I J 1• 5• 1 0 9 0 1 J 1• 5 1 1 1 9
	
I J 1• 5 1 / 1 9	 I J I• 5. 1 1 v1 2 1. 5. 1 1 9 	 ' 1 1• 5•'/ v	 I J 1•$• r 1 9	 I J 1• 5. 1 0 910 1 2 1. 5. 1 1 • ^Q I J 1•+.
CASE NUM FR. 310	 .	 x1.3 9 999999999^q n-01 X	 0.5654 667764616 70 00	 Iri	 9
I	 III
I-	 IS • -0.2 3763370645 093 9 03 No
	
0.2Sn^00n000 m 00b000 n2 Fr -n • L 17 11)79 1 79003 8 17 10•ll
^	 I	 I	 I
60
i010100 0010 03
994999 9990 03
On0100 00011 'x !
99999q 99990 03
999499 9990 01
99999q 99911) 03
0 01 Va	 0099 9
61
90 04
SUM nF FIRST 
	 0.
SUM OF FIPRST	 0.
SUM OF FIRST	 0.
SUM nF FIRST
	 0.
SJM OF FIRST
	 A.
SUM nF FIRST 
	 O.
S* -008 155818347.
FRMS IS !: O. STI ?1 ?fi 
I 
8214?n4non n3
i
FRMS is ^-0.63 7 1754 11761171 n3
FRMS IS A. 6849191 1 '%127951 1  13
FRMS IS ^0. T3n8167^691 19234 114
1	 1II
FRMS 1% ^0.??n413516 gg 74?71n 03
FRMS IS	 O.A0 1S5A3A34?2?n459 03
r
999949Q99{490Q• 03 F^• -0.14 21 48191988E
7-
	
-- 
---1
8
I:ASF N	 FR 31l jT;	 n. 19"99 ,199999"991 - n 1 %a	 lIrN9A11 '^ g30T1T9; itifl AR
t	 t	 `	 ^	 ^	 t	 I
i	 f
t 
SUM OF FIST	 0.9 9 f199999944`1991I1 n7 JFA yS IS +-0.18301S244476549'3 n1
S IM of F  ST	 0.20 00301004140000 03 ITra4s I S	 13
SJM OF FIRST	 0.99»99a99999na99 g0 03 lTrR v% 1 S -n . 40h111S'944 7 4145S I1	 ii^	 I
I	 i
SUM nF FI ST	 0. ?19g999999999g999'f 03 ITFRMS 1 S -n.48 '73hS14934696%Snl 11
SUM MF Ft PST 0.90p09)Ono tlwof► +10 03 TF4V S IS -0.SS96971095644 '170^ n1
SU4 nF
1
F16ST OOS141 9999999991499 q0 03 TFRMS IS
,
-u.62 112674S45 4 11T@9n n;
SUM of F!
I
ST 0.70 0030At^n0010001D 0; T F RMS IS -O.h7 7 TT97!51716T8^3 	 ^3
SUM nF FIRST 0.7 i999999999	 99AQ
I	 ^
03 np m S 1 C b-n. 71 A455^097463n n^ r^ 04
I
SUM OF FIRST 0.8 999999949449990 01 'TFRMS IS
i
^0.T 13427170670 6 944?
i
11
SUM OF FIRST 0.99 999999999r990n n1 ,TFRMS is P-n . 79 7 q f) 051 R Q l ti 4196 10 03
1 1 1• 1• 760 0 +	 1	 1 	 5•	 F 1	 vl. ,	 1	 1.	 1	 1'	 1	 fic	 1+	 1, 6'	 1 vie	 1+	 1	 1	 1'	 1 vIC	 1	 1 	 •	 .	 ,.,	 1	 .	 1'	 1	 v q'	 1	 ..	 +•	 /	 911 1	 1 1 5•	 1 t. 1	 .	 1
S= - 0979?@0598916419!41 n 11	 N o 1.9A9999riO44099990 ►1 ni	 Fx	 -n	 IS 774441A3QA gg 79)	 04
8
s`
CASE NU EN 1?0
	 =	 n. 390P09999999"19991-01 X•	 0.1193133320 4 31+41 ta p ^1
i
IS•	 0.1 2179088+13 471F► 11, No	 0.251100nn00000nbn00 n2 F• 	 0.674 l5!'17221h^n9n-1!
i
	
I	 I
CAST NUMBER  321 To	 0.199 999999999 991-01 X
i
^ 	 n.12% 37161435912r) O l
. I 1 7 ♦ ! • 1 1 • , 1 1 1 • 1 • 1 • V1. , 1 ) ♦ 	 • • • v 0	 1 1 ♦ f •	 v v .0 1 1 + • 1 • • 1 00 ; 7 , ♦ 1 • • 1 v , 0	 71 ♦ + • 	 , v 0	 1 + . + . = 1 v^n	 7 1 ♦ 1 • + • 9 0 ^ 1 ] ♦ 1
i
1tI
e1SqM • OF / F1 o ST^ ♦ 0.9g49 Q9999999Mg9^p ^02 1 ^TFRMS 1 tS 1o b0 T 1915nS473T7Sn41 ±O p n4 .,.
SUM nF ft ST 0.20 n0I01010MpOnnn 03 ITERKS IS 1001733701 1527947tAn 03
SUM OF FIR ST 0.29 999999999149990 03 (TFRMSI IS i^0.4172964PR3587999n n1
SUM nF FIRST 0.3
I
9999999999 9990 03
I
ITPRMS IS
i
(),j t)n470fiS790?1&3?0 n1
49" 01 FR04% IS
00011 03 TFK4S IS
9990 03 ERMS IS
0000 01 TF44S tS
9940 01 TFRMS 1S
9990 03 TFRMS IS
9900 01 TFR 64S IS
s 06999 9999999
62
0.5(014797^700 2,5506
0.5742744 8561295s
0.635?!le 5?119'1430
O.b11A0721 t49s371 S
0.7340468 1412911'9
O.T740737937892317
0.80018874 50789191
90n 1 1 F
	 -0.1!2
03
03
03
113
01
01
i
03
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4818190188!790 04
1
6640'6% .+ 'f ow , tv + ^6:9t w4 icStitt
i
99811 03 rEitms I S 	 0.42011715 44S441ni
I
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CASE NUN^FR 11011* 	 ^.19919g9g9q9gQlqo7q'1-01 N• 	 O.tAt'r'1»tS9nA2f;1Sn 01
i
t• -0 47^ta014S3S4 l4Ag10 07 N-	 n.2snp00n 01f+ 0+ 1 AnpnOn o2 Fw -0.1	 57b4S01070-11
8
CASF y	 R 331 ,T•	0.199 994y49W,9Mi990-01 N•	 0. 1884^18SS g tL'^?111711 01
i
1
SUM OF F1 ST	 0.99^9g9g9q9q4q99n0 01. TERMS IS `1.19123211014%A104b0
SUM OF FIRST	 0.2+00000000 ; 01000 01 ^ FRMS IS ^0.3191A11 4sbsA8l2 13
SUM OF fl ST	 0.2 g"ggg9q ggqQ 01 ffll4f. 14 M0.4t93974J 41%67"17+1 n1
%ON OF FIRST	 0.3 q" ggg9q*qgqo 01 TFAMS IS ►-0. 1 0966911 01?90499411 13
ISJm OF FIRST	 0.90000A0AAn00600A0 03	 FRMS IS	 A.St14Mllp1t6471 gq 05
'
SUN nF FIrST	 0.5q^99199999949990 0-% !TERMS IS r- 0.b144gg6^/q 81263510+ :13
Sum nF FIiST	 007 0010A000 0000 01 ^FRMs I S ke.6 g /3041 ;P ?9801306 01
.SON OF FIRST  0.79 991 qr 19g"9g 01O 01 TF RM S IS	 03
SUM Of FIRST	 0.8 99999999tg990 01 'TERMS I S	 07124011 ?1 6461490 o3
M
SUM OF FI ST	 O. g 9g999g9q9 gg00 01	 FANS IS ^o.A0AOR4A 59270948 . 13
i
%a ;-0.8 184QOS92 9480 03 	 •	 0.999 999"9994900 )1 F 	 -A. /b 99 484819018q
X1/1.1.//+{. ^11a 16f I Ji I/r.5. 1 /v	 1 114f. I ,,6 	 11.A611+6	 '11.1. 1 /. 0 -94. 1 6 , /+ 0 `/i/f•/.+•
BASF NUM 	 1411 T•	 '1039 999999999199911-111 Xr	 0.74"44226990001 -10 01
^	 I
i
90 04
114.141
%a	 0 0 29 ,5121 8181 0037030 02 4 0	0.7se 0000000OW0011 012 F	 0.1P91 90431044 1'10-IA
CASF NUMBFR 341 T v	 0.19 Q99999999 9911-01 Xle 	 0.?S11 74i22MOR 
1 
791) 01
/ 191.e.r9.,e9l.fo i 9.9i 94.4.^9+ 	 01.1.,9 ► o+f,.	 . 9 vh	 11.1.^9vo	 11...^9v1o1,.1./9 +^.
SUM OF F 18S T
	
C.99999999994999a0n n2 TFA MS IS -fi, 194 796789191 71901!1 n 1
11	 1
93414. 'PVI9- 71)1. loti
1
,a
tjA'00'$t
	 6.1t%666006
SJM OF FIRST
	 0.29 99999999
SUM OF FIRST
	
0.39 99499999
SUM OF FIRST	 0190 0030110410
SUM OF FIRST 
	 0. S9) 999 99999
SUM OF FIRST
	 0.70 00000000
SUM OF FI ST	 0.79 19999999
SUM OF FIRST	 0.8 9999999'9
SUM OF FI IRST	 0.9 999991999
Ss -0.80M848742Sn7A92910 01
190 04
16
O6
n6
06
16
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r
CASF NU F R 350 	s	 A ° 399^^f99999999 i1991 -n 1 Xi•	 0.107R!1hOA00s 1 To^1) 0 01
	
II	 f	 i
S o	 0031 10?70937665950 on IN . 	0.;,g0{On0000OOOg6OOn 02 Fj- -0.1991PS74h46871090-10
CASF ^ VNIER 351 To	 1.399999999999!9991 - 01 XN	 0.31411592653949764n 01	 {
I	 ^	 I
9
8
I 
	 I
SUM Of FIRST	 0.9^9Q99999999 99900 02 iFRMS 19 i 0.194941072997SA1 n3
I	 ^
SUM OF FIRST	 0.2 0000'(000 nOOD 03 TERMS IS r0 * 323LOPS1143540900 04
SUM OF FIRST
	
0029 1 ggg; go #qgq 999RD 03 (TERMS IS ^O.4217S11 49A76?06D n4
SUM OF FIRST 0. 39 9" lqgqqqgggqn 03 TERMS IS	 0 * 4;03S60274907 010 76 n3
SUM OF FIRST	 0.5 00306000 n00D 03 (TERMS IS ^005144117 142510710 04
I	 I	 I	 I
SUM OF FIRST 	 0. 5 9999994999990 03 !TFRMS IS r-Oe635033?50754 P600 03	 f
^	 I	 I
I	 f
SUM OF II I ST	 0.7 0000000n00 0000 Oa !TERMS IS -0 .6882676144436807001 03
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APPENDIX II
In Section (4.0) we discussed the question of generalizing thi- one dimensional Burgers' equations,
to include the possibility of propagation in a pipe of variable cross section. In this Appendix we
point out the difficulties involved in attempting a solution for any but the simplest of even the
regular geometries.
In that section we stated that if the area A is given as a function of location, A = A (x), then
Equation (52) replaces Burgers' equation:
b A	 S	 S	 A
Vt + °o + V! 2 A	 Vx	 2 Vx x	 2 °o A	 V	 (A52)
Also, we have four (4) particular cases of interest. They are:
A	 2
Case 1	 Ax	 =	 x	 (Spherical)
A	 1
Case 2	 Ax	 =	 x	 (Cylindrical)
A
Case 3	 Ax	 =	 co	 (Exponential)
A
Ca4e	 Ax	 =	 0	 (Planar)
We will treat cases 4 and 3. The former reduces to Burgers' equation, while thv latter,
simple as it is, remains intractable in our present framework of reference.
To simplify (A52), set t -► K t
V-► p V
KS A	 KS	 KS	
(^A—)V  + (aoK + K 	- 2 A Vx 	 2 Vxx	 2 °o 	 V
Now if K	 2S ,then we obtain
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	2a	 2p	 Ax ))	 A
v +	 b 
o 
+ 6 V+ 	 Vx = Vx x - ao A V
while ifp = 6 , then2
	
2a	 A
V+	 o + V+ 
Ax 
V= V - n	 x V
t	 6	 A	 x	 xx	 o A
or
2 a	 A A
Vt + V Vx =	 Vx -	 b o	 +	 A 
)V
x -	 as Ax	 Vx
which is a somewhat simpler form of (A52).	 We will use it as a working equation. In these
terms then the 4 cases become the following:
Case 1:	 Vt + V Vx = Vx	 - ( a +	 2 ) Vx -	 p V (A53)
x
Case 2:	 Vt + V Vx = Vx	 - (a + , Vx -	 p V (A54)x
Case 3:
	 V	 + VV	 = V	 -	 a V	 - a V (A55)t	 x xx	 x
Case 4:	 v  + v v x  = Vx x - a v 	 (A56)
Let	 X =	 ^ (x,, t)
T =	 t
Then the following relations hold:
dV= VXdX+VTdT
t
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Let
^x x = 0X = =	 x	 - tit	 =x 1,
^t
V  = v  ^t + VT
V  = V  ^x
Vx 
x	 V 	 x x + VX X `fix
Thus,
VT
 - a V  + 'VV X  = VX X - a V 
VT + vv X 	 VX X
and we succeeded in reducing this case to Burgers' equation T
Next consider
V 
t 
+ VV 
x	 xx	 x
= V	 - a \1 - P V.	 (A55)
To simplify, let us try
X = x -a t
T = t
so that
Vt = VT - a V 
V  = V 
Vxx	 VXX
(A57)
Suppose we now let
V = e-PT u
which implies
VT = e-a T u  - (^ a-a T u
V  = e 	
u 
_
VXX	 a
-
 PT uxx
e-O T
 u  - a e
-p 
T u + e- 2R T u uX = e- PT uXX - a e -pT u
and finally
u  + e a u uX = uXX
a form which still has a variable coefficient.
If we rewrite our last equation as
u =	 a	 u - e
-p T
	
u2
T	 X X	 2
then it is not hard to show that the trial transformations
u	 ax	 F	 (X, T) g (T))	 (A57)
_ a
ax	 F 	 (X, T)	 (T)	 (A58)
are of no use in solving (A57); despit-. the fact that these would be the "natural" generalized
Burgers' solutions. We note that
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5
TF	 -	 -	 -	 2	 F	 - F2 	l e-p T+ 	 (T)40('OT 	 OX X
	 p ^ 	 ^
	- p
x	 (P
	 2	 1	 N
g	 e-0 T ,	 (A57)
while
F^T _ ^X X I - F a	 (OX )2	 F	 - 8 F 2	 + N (T)	 (A58)^(	 nn	 n^
9	 e- pT
which implies that
F = 2 In n ,
and this is of no use.
Other direct approaches lead to similar results. Thus, if we take
W =	 a F (^ (x, p (t))) ;	 u	 as	 F (4p (x, p (t))	f (t) )
then a similar dead end is reached.
Let us try now a change of independent variables. Thus, let
X = ^(x, t )
T - t
so that
d V = V  dX + VT dT
V  = VX ^t + VT
x	
VX ^x
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R,	 I
^ (x, t) = x - at = X,
Let
which implies
V  =
Vx =
V =X. x
VT
 - a V 
V 
VX X
This yields a somewhat simpler form of (A55); but still of no use; it contains a v -term:
VT + PV = VX X -
 
VV x
However, on obvious solution here is
V (X, T) _ - 2 e
-PT
X (A59)
We would, of course, wish to consider something more general than Equation (A59), which
was obtained by setting both the right and left hand sides of our equation equal to 0.
Hence, let
V = F(f(X)g(T))
F (n)	 n = f(X)9(T)
Then we have the following development:
VT + PV = Fn f (X) g' (T) + a F
V 	 =	 Fn f' (X) g (T)
V  X =	
Fn f^ ^ (X) g (T) + 
Fn n (f ' (x) )2 (g (T) )2
V V =X	 F F f (x) g (T)n i
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VT + PV = F n -^—g (t) + p F
f'
V 	 =	 F^	 n	
(x)f (x )
V	 = F	 n	 f (X) + F	 rl2	 f (x) 
2
XX	 n	 f X	 nn	 f (x)
f' (x ) )VV  = FF^ nf x
In view of the P F term, it seems unlikely that we may do more than let F = n . It seems
to be clear from here, therefore, that even by use of this similarity transformation approach
we cannot obtain anything better than setting F = r>, which of course means a direct return
to the original equation.
Several other approaches have been tried also. The one given here is perhaps typical of the
kind of situations encountered. From this, the best that we can obtain is the following type
of solution:
Taking
g' (t) f ' (x)
g 
(t) = c 
I
	
and	
f (x)	 = c2
we also get (for c , ,
 
c 2 , constants)
	
f" (x)	 ^ c2
Thus, our equation becomes
tj c
1 
F' + p F + rl c 2 FF' = rl c2 F' + r12 c 2 F
where
F^ 
aw 
d F
d rl
and where
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	n - e 
c '
	
c 2 x
We can satisfy this ordinary nonlinear differential equation by letting F be some power of
11; so that i f
F = K n 
where both K and k are constants, then we obtain the following relation (after concel ling
out common factors):
a+ (c-c 2 )k+ cKk- c 2 k(k - 1) = 0
	
1	 2	 2	 2
This yields the quadratic in k :
c2 k2 - ( c 1 + K c 2 ) k - a = 0
which has the solutions
2
c^+Kc 2 ±V(c, +Kc 2 ' + 4 c2
2 c2
This will always yield two numbers; independently of K, provided only that a > 0 and
c 2 ^ 0 . Let the two numbers be denoted by k and k 2 ; thus
k = k I (K) , k = k 2 (K)
are both solutions of the quadratic. Thus, the solution is
F = K I n kI(K)I
or
k (K)1
F= K L^^ J
Therefore, finally, the similarity solution here obtained is
k=
72
v (x, t) = K e ( c t + c
2 x) k (K)
or
v (x, t) = K e ( c t + c
2 x) k2 (K)
These are solutions which, for apprir,priate choices of C  and c , can be periodic in either
x or in t (or both), but they represent, at best, the stable oscillations and are thus merely
limiting cases.
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